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Simmer Dim is a booklet of roots and epiphanies, of travels that develop into an inward trip
because the poet searches for origins familial and literary, eventually learning what Eliot present
in his 4 Quartets: "And the tip of all our exploration / can be to reach the place we began / And
understand where for the 1st time." although the poems take us to many landscapes (in France,
Greece, Italy, Ireland, England, Scotland, and alongside the swamps and beaches of Florida
and Louisiana) none is extra very important than Wales, with its coal pits and stony hills and
resonant ghosts. William Greenway, in the course of a year's remain there, meets his personal
history. Wales (the domestic of Dylan Thomas, whose impact made Greenway a poet, and the
birthplace of his Methodist minister grandfather, whose coming to the the US South resulted in
Greenway's constricted upbringing because the son of a Baptist preacher) provokes an
intensive reconsideration of a existence and love he suggestion he Simmer Dim knew. It
additionally reconfirms his starvation for language that would demonstrate the realm and
Simmer Dim guard it. In poems formal and free, Greenway speaks to us in a Simmer Dim voice
that has its personal designated idiom, hot and clever and hard-won, displaying us what he
realized from his journeys: "who he was once / and the place he belonged."
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